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Establishing Clear Expectations for Effective Performance



Clarity in expectations start at GO

During the hiring/interview process, talk about:

- Quantifiable golas

- Energy level

- Competition

- “The Spotlight”

- Rejection

Do your best to talk them out of applying for the position!



Goal Oriented

Focused

Competitive

Relator/Interpersonal

Comfortable with  
Ambiguity and Indecision 

High energy

Empathetic

Belief in the Mission

Can sell the  
Invisible



Let’s lay some groundwork…..

What is the culture of the office you have built?

Do staff members really know what to expect from……

The office culture

Their immediate work environment

Your clerical staff

Work study students

Who really sets the tone in the office?



Work/life balance

How long are they on the job each day?  

How do you handle calling at night/weekend work?

Salary/hourly

Different people respond in different ways to structure or the lack thereof

What are your expectations for their work life?



Your admissions purpose is to help students add value to their 
lives and to get the good feelings that they want about the 

college and about themselves
-JML

It’s all about the approach…..

However, in doing so, quantifiable results are also expected



Lay out very specific 30, 60, and 90 day training goals

Onboarding is important !

…they don’t really know the college

Read a specific books/articles
Do presentation before colleagues

Accompany/guide a tour

Interview some faculty

Report on how your office works with a specific internal customer

Have a scheduled weekly one-on-one



Continued training/professional development

Attending conferences

Opportunities to speak/lead the team

A special marketing project

Don’t stop there!



What are your expectations for them in terms of meeting goals?



Don’t just tell me…….



Balancing Team Accountability with Motivation





Illustrate how the school can’t survive without a good incoming class

Help them to truly own (be accountable for) this  

Having them to simply internalize it is the biggest hurdle

They have to be somewhat able to pull themselves up by their own bootstraps - You can only motivate so much

Do new counselors understand the importance of their task?

How can we get this across to the counselors of today? 



First, they have to know what they are accountable for…

Make sure they accept (and then own) their goals.   Make sure they understand them.

❖ Establish a well-defined “Happy New Year”

❖ Derive goals at the beginning of the year - fun and interactive - take 
a look at figures from previous year (by recruiter)

❖ Let them agree on their overall number, then their personal goal

❖ Show them history for the area

❖ Allow them to set monthly goals



Break down goals and keep them in front of the 
counselors

Now that monthly goals are agreed upon…

Explain the weekly and daily tasks that will allow 
them to reach these goals and how you will 



Make sure they understand the process as best you can

Establish a yearly activities calendar for them

•   Shows them what they need to do
•   Helps to inform the stages
•   Shows them the things they should be preparing for
•   Breaks monotony 

Remember that it takes about 18 months to train a counselor…. 
Average life span is just over 2 yrs.



1 2

28 - 36 23 - 27

1.1   Local      
EFC = 0 - 0

App Students 10 7 App Students 14 6

ACC Students 8 4 ACC Students 11 6

ENR Students 4 3 ENR Students 6 3

Yield 50% 75% Yield 55% 50%

Total Aid $60,000 $48,000 Total Aid $80,000 $38,000

Average Aid $15,000 $16,000 Average Aid $13,333 $12,667

Disc. Rate 71% 76% Disc. Rate 63% 60%

1.2   Local      
EFC = 1 - 4618

App Students 12 5 App Students 15 8

ACC Students 9 3 ACC Students 13 8

ENR Students 5 1 ENR Students 5 2

Yield 56% 33% Yield 38% 25%

Total Aid $65,000 $12,000 Total Aid $62,000 $25,000

Average Aid $13,000 $12,000 Average Aid $12,400 $12,500

Disc. Rate 62% 57% Disc. Rate 59% 60%

Help them understand their place in the machine



• End of the year retreat 

• Move-in day breakfast

• Christmas party

• Spring/Summer getaway 

• Putt-putt mega tourney

• A special conference

Establish some fun traditions

Build the team….
What other traditions have you started/seen work?



Salary bumps at the end of the year 

Tap into their talents and let them do a special project that they like

How about a  ‘good natured’ contest?

Paco and rotten banana

Monthly numbers gift card





Proactive

It’s all about creating and maintaining a healthy organizational culture

Culture

Recognition

Accountable

Excellence

Supportive

Confident

Competitive

Goal 
Oriented



Empowering Your Team with the Tools and Support Needed for Success



Every organization is perfectly designed to produce the outcome that it gets

So take a look at your systems - are you set up to succeed?



Can’t build the house without a hammer

How are you supporting your team?

You are largely responsible for their success



Provide warm 
prospects/ 
applicants

Continual process 
improvement

Identify areas of 
frustration

Fortify relationships with 
internal customers

Create a strong  
scholarship leveraging  

strategy

Ensure sustained and  
comprehensive  

comms flow

Supply basic marketing 
talking points



Help them to understand the ‘can’t miss’ marketing efforts in their area

Allow them to come up with fun marketing activities at youth events

Support them with dollars when available

Let them be creative with visit events

I own my territory!



Goals for individual recruiters

Enrolled

Inquiries

Prospects

Deposits
Acceptances

Applicants

75

137

237

8,903

82

1691

FY 2020 Conversion Percentage

19%

14%

58%

60%

91%

-



Help them to understand that they are responsible for their conversion rates

Inq App

App Acc

Acc Dep

Dep Enr

?

?

?

?







How are they going to keep notes?

How will you be able to review them?



• Require Daily (meaningful!) contacts and recruitment activity

• How will you track this?

• Trust but verify

You can’t EXPECT what you don’t
INSPECT



It’s much more fun to win….and to win with an effective, strong team



Please clap and don’t ask hard questions

Thanks for coming!
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